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ELEVATED SOPHISTICATION AND
LUXURY IN KEW’S STUDLEY PARK

New landmark residential development in
Studley Park, Rondure House, represents
a rare collaboration by esteemed Cera
Stribley, internationally-renowned designer
Tom Dixon (OBE) and Design Research
Studio, multi award-winning landscape
designer, Eckersley Garden Architecture
and Melbourne property developer, Above
Zero.
The elevated site, located on treelined Fenwick Street, Studley Park, will
be developed into a luxury residential
development with 14 north or west facing
apartments including oversized two, three

and four bedroom apartments, and a whole
floor penthouse, offering panoramic views
to the city and Macedon ranges.
To deliver a product not offered before
in Australia, Cera Stribley, responsible for
the architecture and interiors, engaged UK
based Tom Dixon’s Design Research, to
collaborate on the interiors, in an Australian
residential first.
Harnessing nature’s curves, project
collaborators created a work of
architectural, interior and landscape artistry,
mirroring the alluring natural surroundings.
We speak to Cera Stribley Managing

Principal Dom Cerantonio and Scott Leung,
Director, Eckersley Garden Architecture
about Rondure House.
How does the design and architecture
of Rondure House respond to the
unique landscape in Studley Park?
Dom: Fenwick Street is an iconic boulevard
in Kew’s Studley Park precinct; home to
beautiful Plane tree-lined roads and an
abundance of postmodernist architecture.
The brief was to create a unique
design that paid homage to the unique
architecture of Studley Park. It needed to

exude luxury and sophistication across
the interior and exterior spaces and
landscaping.
Scott: The landscape is on a steep slope —
that was a challenge but it makes it unique
as well. We tried to represent the way the
landfalls and contours — we get a curved,
contoured and layered garden.
How did your commitment to
apartment living as a premium lifestyle
choice impact the design of the
project?
Dom: The developer wanted to make sure

none of the apartments had just a southern
aspect. The double core of Rondure House,
which enables dual-aspect apartments,
means 90 percent of the building has a
northern aspect. This increased building
efficiencies which enabled us to be more
flexible with space planning.
Scott: Outdoor spaces were vitally
important and we needed to keep those as
big and green as possible. We worked hard
for a tiered-effect with the landscaping to
ensure each of the spaces remained large
with an abundance of natural light. Greens
have also been implemented to soften the
brutalist architecture. Cascading ground
covers come down from above and climbers
make their way up from below.
Are there any notable points of
difference about Rondure House design
that stand out over other projects
currently on the market?
Dom: The hyperbolic columns that
adorn the primary façade are an abstract

representation of the surrounding
landscaping and create a unique identity
to the building; proud yet humble as it
nestles in the Plane trees of Fenwick Street.
A strong, nostalgic link to the brutalist
movement, but with a little bit
more flair.
Scott: The intense garden approach,
particularly the ground floor. We have a lot
of paving that’s not solid with ground covers
in between. There’s a real blurred edge to
outdoor spaces. Studley Park is very garden
orientated — we wanted to build on that.
What features and finishes were
considered in the design of Rondure
House interiors and exteriors?
Dom: Paying homage to the brutalist flavour
of the building, the exterior is predominantly
made up of a muted palette of off-form
concrete and brickwork, acting as a canvas
for landscaping. Large windows feature
across all residences to ensure views are
maximised within the apartments.

Whenever creating a building that uses
raw natural materials and a neutral, muted
colour palette, landscape becomes critical to
add depth and colour.
Interiors have an overarching minimalist
theme, allowing the high-quality materials to
shine and for residents to personalise spaces
with artwork and furnishings. Some of the
buyers have gone another level and fully
customised floorplans.
Scott: We wanted to tie in with a lot of
interior colours as well as colour of the walls.
Greens will always be the hero. We wanted
surface areas understated and natural.
What types of buyers this project will
attract and what will they love about
living at Rondure House?
Dom: A more sophisticated buyer — not
just downsizers, a new breed of apartment-

dwellers — “right-sizers”. They might be
entrepreneurs, professionals, DINKs —
double income no kids — all looking for a
high-quality yet low maintenance lifestyles.
The arrival lobby and communal spaces
attest to this lifestyle.
We hope Rondure House has an element
of timelessness which inspires questions
from onlookers who will query when it was
built. There’s a charm to the design that will
appeal to many generations, including those
who are already here and those yet to arrive.
Scott: There will be predominantly retirees
and downsizers coming from larger
properties with larger gardens, and those
who have an appreciation for large outdoor
gardens and terraces, so we wanted to
celebrate that that.
Details: www.rondurehouse.com.au

